
HTLC Pandemic Reopening Guidance Spreadsheet NOW Date: 8/10/2020

Text updated: 8/10/2020

Premise:  Follow Sullivan County Schools approach - 3 categories or tiers of conditions based on 14-day average of new cases.  Clusters NOT excluded.

Note:  Assumes no cases among HTLC population/facility visitors.  Different assessment would be done should that occur.

Target Target

for Adjusted for

NOW Category 100,000* Sull. Co.** Worship (till vaccine) Meetings Choir Office

Green 0 - 5 0 - 9.4 In-person, with… In-person, with… Up to quartet live for service Open

Masks Masks Rehearsal/recording in advance with… Visitors OK (comply)

Social distancing Social distancing Masks when/if not singing Masks when 2 people

Hand sanitization Hand sanitization Social distancing (nave)     if <6' or >5min

Verbal peace Sanitize surfaces afterward Hand sanitization Social distancing

Drop offering Non-member groups on Sanitize surfaces afterward Hand sanitization

No-touch communion    case by case basis Sanitize surfaces daily

Limited live singing by choir, up to

   quartet; no congregational singing

Other music recorded

Limited unison speaking (ex: creed)

15' speaker separation

Yellow 6 - 10 9.5 - 17.3 In-person, with… In-person, with… No choir/singers for service Open

Masks 6 people max*** Previously recorded music or if not available Visitors discouraged

Social distancing Masks      12-15 people max (incl. AV & musician) Masks when 2 people

Hand sanitization Social distancing      to record service music in advance     if <6' or >5min

Verbal peace Hand sanitization Masks when/if not singing Social distancing

Drop offering Sanitize surfaces afterward Social distancing Hand sanitization

No-touch communion Selected rooms Hand sanitization Sanitize surfaces daily

No live singing (recorded music) Calendared to avoid overlap Sanitize surfaces afterward

No unison speaking     in rooms

15' speaker separation Non-member groups on

Enhanced cleaning PRN    case by case basis

Limited building access

Possible outdoor worship

Possibly continue "FM" service &

   drive-thru communion for any

   uncomfortable coming inside

31.4 Red 11+ 17.4+ Video or Drive-In w/FM broadcast Zoom or teleconference Previously recorded music or if not available Open, limited basis

No-touch communion      6 people max (incl. AV & musician) Reduce hours of overlap

Recorded music      to record service music in advance Masks

Masks when/if not singing Hand sanitization

Social distancing Social distancing

Hand sanitization Sanitize surfaces

Sanitize surfaces afterward      frequently

* 14-day moving average, targets values per 100,000 population ** 14-day moving average, target values adjusted to Sullivan County Population: 158,348

*** If a restriction in a category can not be met, look for conditions in the adjacent, more restricted category.  If > 6 people need to meet while in yellow category, use a Zoom meeting as in red.


